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American Way - Sojourns

A dilettante of fine spas and healthful curatives, I wasn't sure that wallowing in a of cedar fibers, 
rice bran, fir wood, and imported enzymes didn't sound more like organic-garden composting 
than Japanese-style de-stressing. Nevertheless, the thought of fermenting in a mixture likened to 
a warm sawdust comforter did appeal to my eccentric sensibilities. 

An hour northwest of San Francisco, off the picturesque Bohemian Highway, the Osmosis 
Enzyme Bath & Massage was calling my city-tensed muscles and mind. In no time, I was across 
the Golden Gate and surrounded by country silence and acres of meadows and wildflowers. 
Dropping my shoes in front of the Japanese-style shoji door, I was en route to tranquillity. 

The only enzyme spa in the country, Osmosis Enzyme Bath & Massage is the Zenlike brainchild 
of spa owner Michael Stusser, who discovered the exotic heat treatment while living in Kyoto, 
Japan. When his sciatica disappeared after a few profoundly relaxing baths, Stusser quickly 
became a convert to submerging in a heated enzyme bath. 

Before being "zymed," I was led, kimono-clad, to a Japanese-style sitting room, served a 
soothing pot of tea, and left to view a hand-sculpted bonsai garden and listen to the sound of 
water floating over a cascade of smooth rocks. Feeling more like Siddhartha by the moment, I 
was summoned back to reality with a gentle knock at the door telling me it was time to tub. 

Stepping into a seven-foot redwood tub filled with 600 biologically active enzymes requires a 
little chutzpah. But with an attendant's helping hand, I hunkered down into the buoyant mixture 
and proceeded to float toward nirvana in a bed of metabolically cleansing Hinoki cedar. 

Left in delightful solitude, buried up to my chin and fermenting nicely, I contemplated the rock 
garden. Periodically, the attendant cooled my brow and offered glasses of ice water. Twenty 
minutes of sweating and several icy towels later, I emerged toxin-free and rejuvenated. 

After a warm shower, I had the choice of a thirty-minute blanket wrap or a seventy-five-minute 
body massage. I've never been able to pass up a massage. So for a blissful hour and a quarter, I 
luxuriated under well-trained hands. 

I'm not sure if it was the composting or. the pummeling, but this citified skeptic floated out of the 
place high on an enzyme cloud. 

Osmosis Enzyme Bath & Massage, 209 Bohemian Highway, Freestone, California 95472; (707) 
823-823l.


